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2016 ends with the launch of Melbourne Village in
West Melbourne & our next Art Series Hotel on the
banks of the Brisbane River.
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Will Deague
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It has been another busy and successful year
for the Group. Earlier this year we reported on
a number of significant sales and the acquisition
of a large, permitted site in West Melbourne.

Our development on St Kilda Road, known as
‘Opera’ is well under construction as is ‘Collins
House’ which will see the world’s fourth slimmest
building developed in the heart of Collins Street
Melbourne.

The West Melbourne site which will be known
as ‘Melbourne Village’ will consist of 529
apartments across two towers with significant
ground floor retail. Sales for this development
commenced in the third quarter of 2016.

All business units continue to strive towards
customer service excellence and we are looking
at ways to further innovate all aspects of our
organisation.

In the previous few months we settled 207
apartments in Adelaide’s tallest residential tower
‘Vue’ which I am proud to announce won the
National Award at the UDIA for High Density
Housing. We have recently settled over 200
apartments in Brisbane and opened our latest
Art Series Hotel ‘The Johnson’.

There is a continued media focus on the amount
of apartments being built around the country
and we have engaged external consultants
to conduct a significant internal investigation.
Based on these findings we strongly believe there
will be no oversupply in the Melbourne market
and that natural market forces will prevail.

Also in Brisbane, we have awarded the
build contract for our next Art Series Hotel to
Broad Construction. Located on the banks of
the Brisbane River under the Storey Bridge,
construction will commence in the second
quarter of 2017.

This being our last newsletter of the year I
would like to wish everyone a happy and safe
Christmas break and thank you for your
ongoing support.
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The real shining light of the property industry has
been the Melbourne commercial market, with building
occupancy across our managed portfolio at 97%.

Market
News
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Melbourne Village,
West Melbourne
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Jonathan Deague
Managing Director

I write this only a few days after APG launched
its new duel tower project in West Melbourne,
Melbourne Village, and I’m very happy to
report we sold 100% of the first tower of 170
apartments in a record weekend. This displays
how confident we are that with the right product
and position there is still a huge demand despite
recent media reports of the market showing
signs of cooling off.
I think the key factor in delivering this result is
that Melbourne has continued to experience
very strong immigration over the past year and
is now officially ranked 3rd in the world for
international students. With 40,000 overseas
students now living in the CBD, Melbourne
continues to live up to its reputation for being the
world’s most liveable city, which will no doubt
bring increasing numbers of overseas students
and tourists as well as a boost in immigration.
In the last month we have also completed and
settled our first project in Queensland. The
Johnson is situated in Spring Hill, Brisbane and
we are incredibly excited about the finished
product. It was also encouraging to see that we
settled 90% of the project in the first two weeks
which gives us confidence the market is still
04

positive in Brisbane, with 25% of purchasers
coming from overseas.
The real shining light of the property industry
has been the Melbourne commercial market.
We currently manage just under 2,300 offices
in Melbourne, with building occupancy around
97%. This is the highest I have ever seen it and
we are now seeing a real push with rents and
incentives coming down in turn, increasing the
demand for investment. Which is also being
fuelled by overseas clients as they don’t require
FIRB approval or pay FIRB application fees.
Stamp duty is also not inflated for overseas
purchasers, whilst commercial funding from
local banks is looked at more favourably for
overseas clients.
Our serviced office business also continues to
grow with our sites in Preston, Frankston and
Adelaide all 100% occupied. In addition to this
our first serviced office location in Brisbane at
The Johnson has been met with high demand
and there are plans to further expand within
the Melbourne market.
I hope everyone has a fantastic break and
look forward to a big 2017.
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IN DEVELOPMENT
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01, 03
Whitehorse Towers
Box Hill, Melbourne

02, 04
Howard Smith Wharves
Brisbane

05, 06
Melbourne Village
West Melbourne

Positioned at the gateway
to Box Hill’s central
shopping precinct,
Whitehorse Towers provides
a lifestyle of unparalleled
style and convenience.
The development will
feature two towers
with apartments, hotel,
restaurants, commercial
offices and a gymnasium.

Asian Pacific Group is very
excited to be involved in the
$100 million redevelopment
of Brisbane’s Howard
Smith Wharves. Our second
venture in Brisbane, this
boutique, art themed hotel
is set to open under the
Story Bridge in 2017 with
the name-sake artist to be
unveiled very soon.

Melbourne Village was
acquired in December
2015 and construction of
the development is due to
commence in early 2017.
The development consists
of two towers, East and West
which sit on a 4 level podium
that houses ground floor
retail, commercial office
space and building amenity.
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“ The Johnson is an impressive all
encompassing mixed use building with
amazing 360 degree views of Brisbane’s
CBD and surrounding parklands.”
Will Deague
CEO

01
Tuna Tuna (detail)
Michael Johnson

02
Michael Johnson,
opening of The Johnson

04
John Olsen

03
Opening of The Johnson

Art Series
Hotel Group
01

Art Series Hotel Group has been kept busy in the second
half of 2016. With the opening of Brisbane’s first Art
Series property The Johnson in Spring Hill, Spring Racing
Carnival bringing big numbers through the properties and
lots of events happening in Bendigo.

The Johnson
The Johnson, Brisbane’s first Art Series property,
threw open its doors in September. The hotel,
inspired by work of artist Michael Johnson,
has been met with rave reviews. The official
opening party happened at the end of October
and was a great success with Michael and his
whole family attending the event. Complete with
mermaids in the pool, a gin bar, photo booth
and a myriad of other activities happening in
suites throughout the hotel, the party cemented
The Johnson as one of Brisbane’s newest
hotspots.
John Olsen Exhibition
John Olsen has been celebrated once again
at the National Gallery of Victoria with the
exhibition John Olsen: You Beaut Country.
Spanning over six decades of his work, the
exhibition is a celebration of John’s love of
Australian landscape and the Australian identity.
The Olsen has partnered with NGV for the
exhibition and have created the You Beaut
package, which includes tickets, a Dr. John
Olsen cocktail and an in-house art tour. To help
celebrate the occasion, The Olsen played host
to John, his family and some top-tier media
at a lunch in the John Olsen Penthouse.
John charmed the media and the lunch was
a great success.

The Schaller Studio has partnered again with
the gallery and has a Stay and See package,
including tickets to the exhibition and a bottle
of wine.
Bendigo Brings the Blues
The Schaller Studio has again cemented itself
as a huge part of Bendigo with the Bendigo
Blues and Roots festival. The city wide festival
has a multitude of stages, and the town will be
ringing with the sound of live music from several
different pockets. The Schaller Studio is playing
host to the only free stage. Coupled with famous
food truck, Beatbox Kitchen are coming down to
feed the hungry festival folk, The Schaller Studio
is bringing the beat to this year’s festival.
Pen, Paper, Prosecco
Put pen to paper and let your imagination
free with The Juliet Report at The Larwill Studio.
Quirky and colourful Melbourne illustrator
Juliet of The Juliet Report will be hosting a
beauty illustration workshop among the bright
and colourful surrounds of The Larwill Studio.
Held on Saturday 26th November, the event
was complete with a glass of Prosecco to start
and a cheese platter at the end to debrief.
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Toni Maticevski
After the booming success of the Marilyn Monroe
exhibition at the Bendigo Art Gallery, the latest
blockbuster showcases successful Australian
designer Toni Maticevski. The exhibition has
been a huge success, with Bendigo Art Gallery
announcing in October that they would be
extending the dates for an extra two months as
the visitors continue to roll through the doors.
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Under the One Family,One Group mantra our
Group of Companies continues to grow from strength
to strength.

01
Sundeck & pool
The Johnson, Brisbane

Group of
Companies
With the successful unification of our Group of
Companies at our St Kilda Road location, APG
continues to grow from strength to strength.
We have also executed some strong structural
changes within the group across Melbourne
Facilities Management (MFM) and AOCM.
With Vijay Thiru and Cheryl Andrews heading
up MFM and Danielle Strimling AOCM, these
changes have allowed our best people to be
focused in the right areas to further improve
service, presentation, compliance and state of
the art proactive asset management.
Asian Pacific Serviced Offices (APSO), under the
new leadership of Andrea Koeniger has also
enjoyed some structural management changes
across St Kilda Rd Towers, Exchange Tower and
Collins Street Tower which is providing some
outstanding opportunities to our very talented
team. With the successful opening of our latest
serviced office operation at The Johnson, Andrea
and her team are aggressively pursuing some
further expansion opportunities in Melbourne
and then Sydney.
Aptel, our highly successful telecommunications
company is now formally managed by Stephen
Drennan. With a new sales and account
management team and an outstanding new
partnership with Access4, Aptel is pursuing
some very exciting growth opportunities across
Australia with the Broadsoft platform utilising the
provisioning and support portal SasBoss.

“ With the new opening of The Johnson,
General Manager Andrew Edsor and his
team have performed extraordinarily well.”
Matthew Toms
Chief Operating Officer

agent. With a strong property management
division, MCO has now developed a significant
sales market at very encouraging square
metre rates.
With the new opening of The Johnson, General
Manager Andrew Edsor and his team have
performed extraordinarily well. This is despite
the many challenges opening a property of this
magnitude comes with and we are extremely
proud of their continued efforts.
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Matthew Toms
Chief Operating Officer

Overall Art Series Hotel Group, as stipulated
in our Hotel section of this Landmarks edition,
continues to set new benchmarks in service,
presentation, innovation, relationships and
results.
Driven by strong leadership and a clear strategy,
Asian Pacific Car Parking has also recorded
an excellent first quarter result leading to an
outstanding performance for the first six months
of the financial year. The team continues to focus
on service, presentation and delivering for our
clients through a united and committed team.
Our goal of aggressive profitable growth
coupled with our united vision, values and core
purpose sets up our Group of Companies for
an exciting and successful 2017.

MCO, our extensive property management
company led by Natalia Sampson has been
investing significant time and money into
positioning itself as Melbourne’s most effective
commercial property management and sales

12
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It has been a busy second half of the year for Asian Pacific
Group with a variety of events hosted across Australia.

01, 02
Beauty Illustration
Workshop
The Larwill

01

03
Jonathan Deague
The Johnson

In the community
News
Wellness Month
We are a fast growing and ever-dynamic group
that seeks happy, sustainable and healthy places
to work. Imagined and lead by Emily Weaver (EA
to the COO and Office Coordinator) and Anna
Milne (DSP Stylist), we created and implemented
APG’s first structured Wellness Program. This
was designed to inspire our employees to further
improve their work/life balance and to raise
funds for Headspace, a national youth mental
wellbeing initiative.
Launched in October, The Wellness Month was
broken down into four weekly focus areas,
representing a different but equally important
dimension of wellness, matched to our Group
Target Values:
•
•
•
•

Inspire with Nourishment
Empower your Mind
Committed to Movement
Celebrate your Happiness

We created and tailored an initiative based upon
our core cultural beliefs, which we hoped would
create buzz and excitement throughout the
Group, drive greater understanding and sharing
of ideas, and the identification of that which
bonds and unifies us.
Tough Mudder
In a continuation of the Wellness Month, Asian
Pacific Group sponsored a team of employees
to participate in Tough Mudder. This event was
held on Saturday 19th November and raises
funds to support returned service people and
wounded warriors of Australian Defence Forces.
Blessed with glorious weather, ‘The APG
Muddas’ showed up strong, full of team spirit
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and adrenalin, ready to tackle the grueling
10 kilometre obstacle course. Participating in
a race like no other, the APG Muddas put their
teamwork skills to the test as they dragged each
other through pools of mud and pulled team
members over enormous walls. And whilst there
were no winners and losers, all of the team felt
like champions, ready to take on Tough Mudder
in 2017.
The Polished Man
Art Series Hotel Group helped to support the
Polished Man campaign to fight for a world
where no children suffer from violence and
abuse.
The hotels included a Polished Man package,
which included a $10 donation towards the
campaign and one bottle of nail polish. It aims
to help abolish the reality where one in five
children globally experience physical or sexual
abuse. The Blackman and The Olsen played
host to nail bar pop ups in the lobby on Grand
Final day to help spread the Polished Man word.
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vibe on site with the help of NOVA radio street
crew setting up at the front of the property
and a very steady flow of people through the
doors inspecting the impressive apartments
for lease.
New Beginnings Fair
Asian Pacific Serviced Offices were excited and
proud to be a part of the New Beginnings Fair
held in Melbourne in August. A unique event
that enables budding entrepreneurs and small
business owners to meet and mingle with a
selection of handpicked vendors, the Asian
Pacific Serviced Offices team were on hand to
discuss the need, wants and aspirations of our
target market. With the event deemed a success,
we will definitely be returning next year!
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Tough Mudder
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Beauty Illustration Workshop
The Larwill Studio hosted a beauty illustration
workshop with renowned Melbourne illustrator
The Juliet Report on the 26th November.
Participants learnt various illustration techniques
using water colours and markers, held within the
bright and playful workshop space of The Larwill
Studio.
The Johnson Open Weekend
The sun was shining in Brisbane on the
weekend of the 12th November when we
held a GRAND OPEN weekend to attract local
residents to view the residential offering at
The Johnson for themselves. We had a great
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Asian Pacific Group
Kings Business Park
Level 4, 100 Dorcas Street
South Melbourne Victoria
Australia 3205
T +61 3 9863 7333
W asianpacificgroup.com.au

